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The Winter Crown
2015-09-01

leaving france behind to become queen of england eleanor of aquitaine has a new cast of enemies
including her own husband in the next book by new york times bestselling author elizabeth
chadwick ever since her marriage to louis vii of france was annulled eleanor has more than
fulfilled her duty as queen of england she has given her husband henry ii heirs to the throne and
has proven herself as a mother and ruler but eleanor needs more than to be a bearer of children
and a deputy she needs command of the throne as her children grow older and her relationship with
henry suffers from scandal and infidelity eleanor realizes she must take the crown for herself if
she ever wants to become the powerful woman she s destined to be but even a queen must face the
consequences of treason chadwick s meticulous research portrays the middle ages and eleanor with
depth and vivid imagery unparalleled in historical fiction and captures readers in a web of
intrigue they won t want to escape in the second book in the eleanor of aquitaine trilogy a royal
marriage where love and hatred are intertwined and a battle for power fraught with deception
create a riveting story of medieval fiction sure to mesmerize the eleanor of aquitaine trilogy
the summer queen book 1 the winter crown book 2 the autumn throne book 3

The winter crown
2014

it is the winter of 1154 and eleanor queen of england is biding her time while her husband king
henry ii battles for land across the channel eleanor fulfils her duty as acting ruler and bearer
of royal children but she wants to be more than this if only henry would let her instead henry
belittles and excludes her falling for a young mistress and leaving eleanor side lined and angry
and as her sons become young men frustrated at henry s hoarding of power eleanor is forced into a
rebellion of devastating consequences she knows how much henry needs her but does henry know
himself overflowing with scandal politics sex triumphs and tragedies the winter crown is the much
awaited new novel in this trilogy and a rich compelling story in its own right

Memorialising Premodern Monarchs
2021-11-22

this book examines the legacies and depictions of monarchs in an international context focusing
on both self representation and commemoration by others spanning ancient india through to
eighteenth century russia this volume offers several case studies to demonstrate trends and
patterns in how different societies chose to commemorate and remember their rulers in a variety
of mediums contributions highlight several lesser known rulers alongside more famous ones such as
henry viii of england to develop a deeper understanding of how memory and monarchy functioned
when drawn together memorialising premodern monarchs brings to the fore the importance of memory
and memorialisation when considering the legacies and records of past rulers and their societies
and allows a deeper reflection on how these rulers live on through the historical record and
popular culture

Genreflecting
2019-05-24

librarians who work with readers will find this well loved guide to be a treasure trove of
information with descriptive annotations of thousands of genre titles mapped by genre and
subgenre this is the readers advisor s go to reference next to author genre is the characteristic
that readers use most to select reading material and the most trustworthy consideration for
finding books readers will enjoy with its detailed classification and pithy descriptions of
titles this book gives users valuable insights into what makes genre fiction appeal to readers it
is an invaluable aid for helping readers find books that they will enjoy reading providing a
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handy roadmap to popular genre literature this guide helps librarians answer the perennial and
often confounding question what can i read next herald and stavole carter briefly describe
thousands of popular fiction titles classifying them into standard genres such as science fiction
fantasy romance historical fiction and mystery within each genre titles are broken down into more
specific subgenres and themes detailed author title and subject indexes provide further access as
in previous editions the focus of the guide is on recent releases and perennial reader favorites
in addition to covering new titles this edition focuses more narrowly on the core genres and
includes basic readers advisory principles and techniques

The Lion in Winter
1968

souvenir book for the 1968 historical motion picture the lion in winter starring peter o toole
and katharine hepburn

It Ended Badly
2015-11-03

a history of heartbreak replete with beheadings uprisings creepy sex dolls and celebrity gossip
and its disastrously bad consequences throughout time spanning eras and cultures from ancient
rome to medieval england to 1950s hollywood jennifer wright s it ended badly guides you through
the worst of the worst in historically bad breakups in the throes of heartbreak emperor nero had
just about everyone he ever loved from his old tutor to most of his friends put to death oscar
wilde s lover whom he went to jail for abandoned him when faced with being cut off financially
from his wealthy family and wrote several self serving books denying the entire affair and poor
volatile caroline lamb sent lord byron one hell of a torch letter and enclosed a bloody lock of
her own pubic hair your obsessive social media stalking of your ex isn t looking so bad now is it
with a wry wit and considerable empathy wright digs deep into the archives to bring these
thirteen terrible breakups to life she educates entertains and really puts your own bad breakup
conduct into perspective it ended badly is for anyone who s ever loved and lost and maybe sent
one too many ill considered late night emails to their ex reminding us that no matter how badly
we ve behaved no one is as bad as henry viii

Hiding in Plain Sight
2021-10-22

hiding in plain sight women warriors throughout time and space takes the many long standing
dimensions of military history including the various modalities of warfare across cultures and
periods and integrates them with the more recent and very substantial contributions of social
history women s history black history feminist theory lgbtq community and other perspectives by
providing an extensive annotated bibliography of the new findings the work provides the reader
with an exciting compilation of new knowledge placed within a longstanding military historical
framework one which provides a broader study and understanding of warfare into which to put the
very recent disparate findings culled from many disciplines the book reaffirms that women have
long been deeply embedded in the practice of warfare not simply as victims or minor curiosities
but as important actors tactically strategically in combat and directing warfare from afar just
as their male counterparts the concomitant amalgam also shows that certain types and patterns of
warfare such as the defense of castles and fortresses commanding a ship or a fleet revolutionary
warfare and today s drone and cyber forms of warfare have been more conducive to female activity
than other forms of warfare even as women are also present in a wider variety of other broader
temporal and geographical dimensions of the history of warfare hiding in plain sight is the only
extensive annotated bibliography currently available which provides such a holistic overview of
recent scholarship by grounding that scholarship in the existing military canon and history
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Eleanor of Aquitaine and the Four Kings
1991-01-01

the story of that amazingly influential and still somewhat mysterious woman eleanor of aquitaine
has the dramatic interest of a novel she was at the very center of the rich culture and clashing
politics of the twelfth century richest marriage prize of the middle ages she was queen of france
as the wife of louis vii and went with him on the exciting and disastrous second crusade
inspiration of troubadours and trouvères she played a large part in rendering fashionable the
courts of love and in establishing the whole courtly tradition of medieval times divorced from
louis she married henry plantagenet who became henry ii of england her resources and
resourcefulness helped henry win his throne she was involved in the conflict over thomas becket
and after henry s death she handled the affairs of the angevin empire with a sagacity that
brought her the trust and confidence of popes and kings and emperors having been first a capet
and then a plantagenet queen eleanor was the central figure in the bitter rivalry between those
houses for the control of their continental domains a rivalry that excited the whole period after
henry s death her sons richard coeur de lion and john lackland of magna carta fame fiercely
pursued the feud up to and even beyond the end of the century but the dynastic struggle of the
period was accompanied by other stirrings the intellectual revolt the struggle between church and
state the secularization of literature and other arts the rise of the distinctive urban culture
of the great cities eleanor was concerned with all the movements closely connected with all the
personages and she knew every city from london and paris to byzantium jerusalem and rome amy
kelly s story of the queen s long life the first modern biography brings together more authentic
information about her than has ever been assembled before and reveals in eleanor a greatness of
vision an intelligence and a political sagacity that have been missed by those who have dwelt on
her caprice and frivolity it also brings to life the whole period in whose every aspect eleanor
and her four kings were so intimately and influentially involved miss kelly tells eleanor s
absorbing story as it has long waited to be told with verve and style and a sense of the quality
of life in those times and yet with a scrupulous care for the historic facts

The King, the Crown, and the Duchy of Lancaster
2000-08-03

in 1399 henry bolingbroke duke of lancaster seized the throne of england to become henry iv from
1399 therefore the lancastrian kings unlike their royal predecessors commanded not only the
public authority of the crown but also the private power of the duchy of lancaster until now this
has been seen simply as an advantage to the lancastrian crown and as an uncontroversial part of
the evolution of a royal affinity during the later middle ages however this study makes clear
that profound tensions existed between the role of the king and that of his alter ego the duke of
lancaster this book examines the complex relationship between the king the crown and the duchy of
lancaster at both a national and a local level focusing particularly on the north midlands and
east anglia and in so doing sheds light on the nature and functioning of the late medieval
english monarchy

Winter's tale ; Comedy of errors ; Macbeth ; King John
1864

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in
the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely
copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of
the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred
pages poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
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enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your
support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this
knowledge alive and relevant

Winter's tale. Pericles. King John. King Richard II
1856

the historical novel society editor s choice picking up an elizabeth chadwick novel you know you
are in for a sumptuous ride daily telegraph england 1238 raised at the court of king henry iii as
a chamber lady to the queen young joanna of swanscombe s life changes forever when she comes into
an inheritance far above all expectations including her own now a wealthy heiress joanna s
arranged marriage to the king s charming tournament loving half brother william de valence
immediately stokes the flames of political unrest as more established courtiers object to the
privileges bestowed on newcomers as joanna and william strive to build a life together england
descends into a bitter civil war in mortal danger william is forced to run for his life and
joanna is left with only her wit and courage to outfox their enemies and prevent them from
destroying her husband her family and their fortunes elizabeth chadwick has taken the few facts
known about joanna s life and turned them into a rich detailed portrait of a woman attempting to
survive brutal court politics the times praise for elizabeth chadwick an author who makes history
come gloriously alive the times stunning her characters are beguiling and the story is intriguing
barbara erskine i rank elizabeth chadwick with such historical novelist stars as dorothy dunnett
and anya seton sharon kay penman enjoyable and sensuous daily mail meticulous research and strong
storytelling woman home a riveting read a glorious adventure not to be missed candis

The Works of William Shakespeare: Winter's tale. King John. l859
1859

now with an exclusive extract of elizabeth chadwick s next novel the royal rebel only in the
paperback wales 1093 the warm comfortable family life of young nesta daughter of prince rhys of
deheubarth is destroyed when her father is killed and she is taken hostage her honour is further
tarnished when she is taken as an unwilling concubine by king william s ruthless younger brother
henry who later ascends the throne under suspicious circumstances but it is nesta s marriage that
will really change the course of her life gerald fitzwalter an ambitious young knight is rewarded
for his unwavering loyalty to his new king with nesta s hand he is delighted having always
admired her from afar but nesta s only comfort is her return to her beloved wales there she
cannot help but be tempted by the handsome charismatic and dangerous son of the welsh prince
owain when he offers her the chance to join him in his plan to overthrow norman rule she must
choose between duty and desire from the award winning and bestselling author comes the
heartbreaking tale of a woman trying to survive in a man s world a world where the men who would
protect her are dead and banished real readers love the king s jewel elizabeth chadwick has done
it again what an amazing story her writing makes you feel like you are standing right next to
nesta and gerald as they live their lives very strongly recommended goodreads reviewer a
refreshing fascinating read the story grabbed me from the first few pages and it only got better
goodreads reviewer a veritable gem of a book rich in history drama romance action and the good
kind of heartbreak elizabeth chadwick outdoes herself in this welsh period piece stunning
goodreads reviewer elizabeth chadwick is an amazing writer who draws you right into the history
and the story from the beginning a great read goodreads reviewer well researched beautifully
written and a fascinating story of two people in challenging times i am a huge elizabeth chadwick
fan and this book doesn t disappoint a must read goodreads reviewer elizabeth chadwick is a
master of historical fiction i loved how she brought the story of nesta a welsh princess to life
i highly recommend this book to anyone who loves historical fiction especially if they want to
find out about fascinating women in history goodreads reviewer what a jewel of a read wonderful
couldn t put it down goodreads reviewer elizabeth chadwick has a way of making you feel like you
ve magically time travelled back to medieval days the king s jewel is no exception fully fleshed
out characters a storyline that is based on historical events and a writing style that keeps you
gripped until the very last page goodreads reviewer
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The winter's tale. Pericles Prince of Tyre. King John. King
Richard II
1856

shortlisted for the rna historical romantic novel award the long awaited prequel to elizabeth
chadwick s beloved first novel the wild hunt picking up an elizabeth chadwick novel you know you
are in for a sumptuous ride daily telegraph the welsh borders 1069 when ashdyke manor is attacked
lady christen is forced to witness her husband s murder and the pillaging of her lands at the
hands of brutal norman invaders it seems the pain is finally over when miles le gallois lord of
milnham on wye calls off the attack but he has christen s brother under armed guard and a deal to
offer her brother s freedom for her hand in marriage christen finds herself hastily married into
the enemy side with her brother swearing his vengeance on her new husband miles and christen s
precarious union invites enemies from all sides and when miles is summoned for a lengthy campaign
by the king christen is left to watch his lands in the midst of war two enemies must somehow
learn to trust one another if they are to survive praise for elizabeth chadwick an author who
makes history come gloriously alive the times stunning her characters are beguiling and the story
is intriguing barbara erskine meticulous research and strong storytelling woman home

Winter's tale. Comedy of errors. Macbeth. King John. Richard II.
Henry IV, pt. 1
1836

the four beautiful cultured and clever daughters of the count and countess of provence made
illustrious marriages and lived at the epicentre of political power and intrigue in 13th century
europe marguerite accompanied her husband king louis ix of france on his disastrous first crusade
to the holy land where straight from childbirth she ransomed him from the mamluks and with her
sister eleanor queen of england marguerite engineered a sturdy peace between france and england
ambitious eleanor walked a narrow line while she struggled to build her own power base without
alienating her cowardly husband henry iii beatrice s coronation as queen of sicily was the
culmination of her long hard fought campaign to earn respect from her world famous mightily
accomplished older siblings sanchia wed one of the richest men in europe but her reign as queen
of germany brought her only misery from goldstone s rich beautifully woven tapestry medieval
europe springs to vivid life from the lavish menus of the royal banquets and the sweet songs of
the troubadours to the complex machinations of the pope against the holy roman emperor this
compelling work of history gives women their due as movers and shakers in tumultuous times

The Plays and Poems of William Shakspeare: Twelfth-night.
Winter's tale. Macbeth. King John
1790

from patriots to pirates warriors to writers and mistresses to male impersonators this book looks
at the unorthodox lives of inspiring irish women in times when women were expected to marry and
have children they travelled the world and sought out adventures in times when women were
expected to be seen and not heard they spoke out in loud voices against oppression in times when
women were expected to have no interest in politics literature art or the world outside the home
they used every creative means available to give expression to their thoughts ideas and beliefs
in a series of succinct and often amusing biographies marian broderick tells the life stories of
these exceptional irish women

Dramatic Works ...: Winter's tale. Comedy of errors. Macbeth.
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King John. Richard II. Henry IV, pt.1
1850

this book examines the emergence of the queen consort in medieval england beginning with the pre
conquest era and ending with death of margaret of france second wife of edward i in 1307 though
many of the figures in this volumes are well known such as eleanor of aquitaine and eleanor of
castille the chapters here are unique in the equal consideration given to the tenures of the
lesser known consorts including adeliza of louvain second wife of henry i margaret of france wife
of henry the young king and even isabella of gloucester the first wife of king john these
innovative and thematic biographies highlight the evolution of the office of the queen and the
visible roles that consorts played which were integral to the creation of the identity of early
english monarchy this volume and its companions reveal the changing nature of english consortship
from the norman conquest to today

The Dramatic Works of William Shakspeare: Winter's tale. Comedy
of errors. Macbeth. King John. Richard II. Henry IV, pt. 1
1839

pop culture portrayals of medieval and early modern monarchs are rife with tension between
authenticity and modern mores producing anachronisms such as a feminist queen isabel in rtve s
isabel and a lesbian queen christina in the girl king this book examines these anachronisms as a
dialogue between premodern and postmodern ideas about gender and sexuality raising questions of
intertemporality the interpretation of history and the dangers of presentism covering a range of
famous and lesser known european monarchs on screen from elizabeth i to muhammad xii of granada
this book addresses how the lives of powerful women and men have been mythologized in order to
appeal to today s audiences the contributors interrogate exactly what is at stake in these
portrayals namely our understanding of premodern rulers the gender and sexual ideologies they
navigated and those that we navigate today

The Dramatic Works of William Shakspeare: Winter's tale. Comedy
of errors. Macbeth. King John. King Richard II. King Henry IV,
part 1
1850

what have a deaf nun the mother of the first baby born to europeans in north america and a
condemned heretic to do with one another they are among the virtuous virgins marvelous maidens
and fierce feminists of the middle ages who trail blazed paths for women today without those
first courageous souls who worked in fields dominated by men women might not have the presence
they currently do in professions such as education the law and literature focusing on women from
western europe between c 300 and 1500 ce in the medieval period and richly carpeted with detail a
medieval woman s companion offers a wealth of information about real medieval women who are now
considered vital for understanding the middle ages in a full and nuanced way short biographies of
20 medieval women illustrate how they have anticipated and shaped current concerns including
access to education creative emotional outlets such as art theater romantic fiction and music
marriage and marital rights fertility pregnancy childbirth contraception and gynecology sex
trafficking and sexual violence the balance of work and family faith and disability their legacy
abides until today in attitudes to contemporary women that have their roots in the medieval
period the final chapter suggests how 20th and 21st century feminist and gender theories can be
applied to and complicated by medieval women s lives and writings doubly marginalized due to
gender and the remoteness of the time period medieval women s accomplishments are acknowledged
and presented in a way that readers can appreciate and find inspiring ideal for high school and
college classroom use in courses ranging from history and literature to women s and gender
studies an accompanying website with educational links images downloadable curriculum guide and
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interactive blog will be made available at the time of publication

Publishers' circular and booksellers' record
1889

a history of christianity from 1100 to 1300 a d with a focus on the crusades

The Dramatic Works of William Shakespeare: Winter's tale. Comedy
of errors. Macbeth. King John
1826

reprint of the original first published in 1883

All's well that ends well ; Twelfth night ; Winter's tale ; King
John ; King Richard II ; King Henry IV ; Henry V ; King Henry
VI, part 1-2
1864

reprint of the original first published in 1883

Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale
1872

A Marriage of Lions
2021-09-09

The King's Jewel
2023-04-13

The Coming of the Wolf
2020-08-06

The Moccasin
1949

Four Queens
2010-11-25

Wild Irish Women
2012-11-15
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The Atlantic Monthly
1898

Norman to Early Plantagenet Consorts
2023-05-16

Premodern Rulers and Postmodern Viewers
2018-02-01

History of Chester County, Pennsylvania
1881

A Medieval Woman's Companion
2015-11-30

A Glorious Disaster
2008

The Great Pyramid. Observatory, Tomb, and Temple
2024-02-25

The Spectator
1884

The Hebrid Isles. Wanderings in the Land of Lorne and the Outer
Hebrides
2024-02-24

The Works of Shakespeare: Twelfth night ; The winter's tale ;
Cymbeline
1899

Academy, with which are Incorporated Literature and the English
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Review
1883

“The” Academy
1883
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